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WALKING WORTHY... CONTINUED 

(Ephesians 4:17-24) pt 3 

 

I. Our Wealth In Christ (chp1-3) 

II. Our Walk In Christ (4:1-6:9) 

A. We Are to Walk Worthy of Our Calling (4:1-6) 

B. We Are to Walk Worthy Based on Gifted Men Christ gave to Equip His Church for Service 

(4:11-16) 

C. We Are to Walk Worthy As We Function Together in The Body... Understanding our Place & 

our Role in the Local Church before the Lord & toward each other! 

 

D. We are to Walk Worthy in __________________ (4:17-32) 

1. The____________________________: God wants you to ____________________________   

       like the _____________ because of how God has ______________ you by His ___________   

       and your new ______________/________________ in ______________________ (4:17-24) 

 

a. The basis of this exhortation is that God ___________________ you by __________ due to the 

fact that you are now positioned_______________________.  

 

 

b. The express desire of this exhortation is ...“that you __________________________________ 

 as the rest of the __________________walk.” 

 

 How do the unsaved walk? (4:17c-19) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c. We see here that Paul is concerned about the believers’ Christian__________, in that it should be 

dramatically __________________ from their former _______________________life, and that 

of the ______________ Gentiles around them! 

 

 

d. The contrast of this exhortation revolves around the ______________(a way of thinking), 

________________ (their perspective on life), and the corresponding _______________ of the 

unsaved, versus what should now occur in the ___________________of the believer. (4:17-19) 

 

 

• Ephesians can sometimes be illustrated by the phrase... 

 

“You_________ .... you now__________ .... so_______________ ”! 

 

 

 



2. The _____________________________concerning what they needed to know: God wants to produce in 

you a _____________________  of _______________________  by the ______________________in 

light of being a ___________________ in____________ , and a member of the___________________.  

 

a.  Positionally, know you have ______________ the__________________. (4:22) 

 

 

 When did you put off the “old man”?  

 

 

 

    b.  Practically, know you need to _____________________________________in the spirit of your  

         ____________(4:23) 

 

 What does this mean exactly? 

 

 

 Why is this “renewing of the mind” so important? 

 

Without having our minds constantly renewed by God’s word, we will default to our ____________ & 

not live by __________ in God’s word. We will then seek to live the Christian life either 

___________________(by doing our own thing), ______________________ (by doing our best) or 

_________________(by going by our feelings), all three are accomplished through the strength of the 

_________ and are not acceptable to God! 

 

This renewal of our mind is needed because this is not our _____________________of thinking, nor are  

we encouraged by the world to think this way; and unfortunately, nor are we encouraged very often by 

 the church to think this way. This repeated, daily renewing of our mind is also necessary because we are 

prone toward spiritual _______________ & _______________in life. Or we just become _________ 

__________________ toward the WOG (Hebrews 5:11-14).  

 

 By God’s grace, let us take this exhortation to heart to “keep on ________________________ in the  

 spirit of your mind.” It will be a _____________________ for you to do so! 

 

 

 

c. Positionally, know you have _______________ the ___________________who was created according  

    to_________, in ____________________ & true _________________! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


